Introduction
============

One of the most notable characteristics of the human attentional system is the limited amount of resources available to it. When performing visual search tasks, the amount of visual information pertinent to a given search situation often exceeds the maximal amount of information that can be processed by the attentional system at any given time. In this case, top-down attention control plays a key role in rationalizing the use of such limited resources for attention processing. Through this mechanism, an observer can choose to process a small number of spatial stimuli while ignoring information associated with other locations. This mechanism was described by the spotlight model, which assumes that attention can be shone over the attended area as a spotlight ([@ref-32]). Information in the spotlight is processed efficiently, whereas that outside the spotlight is filtered out. This model is also supported by some neurological evidence. For example, parts of the visual cortex that topologically map to an attended area were shown to exhibit enhanced activity when attention was paid to this area ([@ref-40]; [@ref-1]; [@ref-34]).

In realistic situations, however, one may not be able to determine the location of a target, even when the target's features are known in advance. At this point, a better strategy would be to adjust the scope of attention based on the current situation, aiming to include the possible location of the target. This attentional control mechanism is well captured by the zoom lens model ([@ref-11]; [@ref-10]). The zoom lens model compares the attentional spotlight to a zoom lens. In this paradigm, the size of the attentional scope can be adjusted according to the top-down setting, resulting in a modification of processing resources distributed over a given area. A typical prediction of the zoom lens model is that a wider spatial distribution of the attentional scope slows processing compared with a more concentrated distribution. This prediction has been confirmed in many studies ([@ref-3]; [@ref-18]; [@ref-16]; [@ref-29]; [@ref-17]; [@ref-35]). On the neurophysiological level, modulation of the attention processing resources by the size of the attentional scope seems to be characterized by the neural activity of the visual cortex. For example, [@ref-31] found that in visual search tasks, the level of neural activity in a given retinotopic visual cortex decreased with decreasing the size of the attentional scope. This reflects the notion that the ability to process multiple targets or positions simultaneously is restricted by the limited resource available to the visual cortex ([@ref-13]). However, another interesting issue arises: at what stage of the visuospatial attentional processing the modulation of processing resources takes place?

By recording and analyzing event-related potentials (ERPs) in high temporal resolution, [@ref-29] investigated the manifestation of the zoom lens paradigm on early visual evoked potentials (P1 and N1) using a "cue-target" paradigm. In their study, the size of the attentional scope was modulated using square cues of different sizes. The cues were divided into three size categories, and search arrays were presented in the space area indicated by the cues. These researchers found that the searching speed of observers accelerated as the search area narrowed. Corresponding to the behavioral performance, the target-induced amplitude of posterior N1 increased with decreasing the search area's scope, but earlier P1 exhibited the opposite trend. It should be noted that in their study, the number of distractors contained in a search array increased with expanding the search scope. More distractors imply a higher perceptual load, whereas the amplitude of posterior P1 was found to increase with increasing the perceptual load ([@ref-19]; [@ref-15]). Therefore, in their study, the amplitude of P1 might have been modulated by different perceptual loads rather than different sizes of the attentional scope. In addition, the spatial locations of the cues in their study were also random. [@ref-35] argued that these factors might confound the results observed by [@ref-29]. Thus, in the study of [@ref-35] the attentional scopes of different sizes were fixed by the three concentric circles presented at the center of a screen. The search arrays were arranged in a circle, randomly distributed within the specified concentric circles. In terms of behavioral results, the study of [@ref-35] replicated the results of [@ref-29]. In contrast to [@ref-29], [@ref-35] found that both the amplitudes of P1 and N1 increased with decreasing the scale of attention. It should be pointed out that the experimental design in the study of [@ref-35] has some drawbacks that cannot be ignored. In that study, as the scope of attention increased, the eccentricity of the spatial locations at which the search arrays could be distributed also increased. It is known that the spatial resolution, which relates to the ability to discriminate fine patterns in visual stimuli, decreases with increasing eccentricity ([@ref-2]). Lower spatial resolution results in more difficult identification of target features. Therefore, in the study of [@ref-35] differences between the tasks' difficulty owing to different eccentricities might confound the size effect of the attentional scope.

In the current study, we further evaluated the multiple processing stages associated with the zoom lens mechanism. Observers were asked to search for a target in searching scopes that had different sizes. Different searching scopes appeared alternately. In this setting, some search arrays would be spread over the overlapping region of two searching scopes. We were only interested in these search arrays, since they belong to different attentional scopes but have perfectly matched physical properties (same eccentricity and number of distractors). Under this scenario, target-elicited neural activity could only be modulated by the different sizes of the attentional scopes, rather than by the physical properties of the search arrays.

In addition, for the first time, we also examined the redistribution of the attentional resources driven by changes in the attentional scopes. The zoom lens model suggests that widening the attentional scope can reduce the density of processing resources in this region, and therefore can increase the difficulty of search tasks ([@ref-11]; [@ref-10]). However, recent studies confirmed that observers can adjust the allocation of attentional resources according to the current task difficulty ([@ref-27]). This means that in the zoom lens paradigm, although expanding the attentional focus increases the search task difficulty, observers may further adjust the allocation of attentional resources so that the features of the target can be accurately identified. The N2pc component is a lateralized negativity at posterior electrode sites (e.g., PO7/PO8) contralateral to the attended item, and is typically triggered at early post-target latencies (∼200 ms). This component is used as a neurological indicator of spatial-based attentional selection ([@ref-28]) and has been confirmed to track the allocation of attentional resources ([@ref-38]; [@ref-21]; [@ref-37]; [@ref-27]; [@ref-25]). In the current study, we used N2pc to test the redistribution of attentional resources driven by changes in the sizes of the attentional scopes.

Method
======

Ethics statement
----------------

Data collection conformed to the Declaration of Helsinki and the ethics committee of Zhongshan hospital affiliated to Dalian university approved the research protocol (the approval number: 2017---127). Verbal informed consent was obtained from all the study participants as agreed by the review board.

Participants
------------

Nineteen paid participants from the Liaoning Normal University community participated in this experiment. One participant was excluded from the analyses owing to poor performance (32% errors). Another two were excluded because of excessive alpha activity. The remaining sixteen participants (average age, 22.9 years; age range, 20--26; seven males; all right-handed) reported normal or corrected-to-normal vision, and had no known neurological or visual disorders.

Apparatus and stimuli
---------------------

Stimuli were presented on an LCD monitor (refresh rate, 60 Hz, 1,280 × 1,024 resolution) at a viewing distance of 70 cm. In the experiment, a gray central fixation cross (0.26°) always appeared at the center of the monitor (30, 30, 30). The search array was a circular array of eight squares (subtended by 0.65° of the visual angle), arranged equidistantly. There were two different color squares, green (0, 255, 64) and blue (0, 255, 255). In each trial, the color of one square differed from that of the other squares, serving as a target, and the remaining seven squares served as distractors. The color of the target square was consistent within each block and was balanced within the observer. The target square was shown randomly at one of three possible locations on each side of the visual field ([Fig. 1](#fig-1){ref-type="fig"}). Each square had an embedded horizontal or vertical line (0.25°). The direction of the line was randomly generated. During the pre-stimulation phase, two concentric circles (3.27° and 5.73°, respectively) were presented at the center of the screen, marking the borders of the large and small attentional scopes. The color of the inner circle was light gray (60, 60, 60) and the color of the outer circle was moderate dark gray (45, 45, 45). In the small attentional scope, the search arrays appeared in one of the four virtual rings of 0.82°, 1.64°, 2.46°, or 3.27° within the radius distance from the fixation cross. In the large attentional scope, the search arrays were distributed over one of the four virtual rings of 3.27°, 4.10°, 4.91°, or 5.73°.

![Experimental materials and procedures.\
(A) Examples of the visual search task (not to scale). At the time 500 ms after the fixation display, concentric circles were presented in front of the search array to prevent the sudden onset of the concentric circles from disturbing the observer on the search task. In the search array, the target stimulus is a blue square in the left visual field. The observer was asked to detect the orientation of the line in this square. In each trial, the search array was distributed in one of the virtual apertures in the larger attentional scope (B) and in the smaller attentional scope (C). Each block contained only one attentional scope, and attentional scopes with different sizes were presented alternately. It can be noticed that the search arrays distributed on the inner circle's boundary are in the region where the attentional scopes with the two sizes overlap, and these search arrays were of interest to us.](peerj-06-4538-g001){#fig-1}

Experimental procedures
-----------------------

Stimuli and procedure were controlled via E-Prime 2.0 routines (Psychology Software Tools, Inc.). At the beginning of each trial, a central fixation cross was presented for 500 ms, followed by the concentric circles, which were displayed for 500--900 ms. Then, a search array was presented for 200 ms. Observers were instructed to respond as quickly and accurately as possible to press the number keys to the right of the keyboard using their right thumb and index finger. When the line within the target square was horizontal, the observers were asked to press the number key "1," while when a vertical line appeared, the observers were asked to press the number key "2." The concentric circles disappeared after the observers reacted, or disappeared automatically after 2,000 ms, and were replaced by a solid background, preparing the observers for the next trial.

For each size of the attentional scope, search arrays were randomly distributed over one of the four virtual rings within a limited attentional scope (a detailed description was provided in the previous section). The overlapping region of the two attentional scopes was a virtual ring with a radius of 3.27°. In the current study, we were primarily interested in the search arrays distributed over this overlapping region. These search arrays had exactly the same physical properties (the eccentricity and the number of distractors), while being within the sizes of both attentional scopes. Search arrays that appeared outside of the overlapping region were not included in our analysis owing to their unmatched eccentricities.

The entire experiment contained a total of 24 experimental blocks, with a total of 1,440 test trials. Each block contained 60 test trials, followed by a minimal break of 30 s. Within each block, 24 search arrays were distributed in the overlapping region, and 36 search arrays were distributed in other non-overlapping region. Therefore, for each size of the attentional scope, the number of search arrays distributed in the overlapping region was 288. Each size of the attentional scope lasted six continuous blocks and the order was well-balanced. To make the observers familiar with the task requirements, one training block with 12 trials was offered at the beginning of the experiment. The observers were only allowed to enter the formal experiment when their correct rate exceeded 75%. On the search task, the observers were asked to maintain a central fixation, while minimizing their head and eye movements.

Electroencephalography recordings and analysis
----------------------------------------------

The ANT Neuro EEGO system was used to record electroencephalographic (EEG) signals using an array of 64 electrodes mounted using a cap with 10/20 montage. Horizontal electrooculograms, which recorded bipolar signals from the outer canthi of the eyes, were used to measure horizontal eye movements. Vertical electrooculogram, which recorded from the FPz site, was used to detect eye blinking. The CPz site was used as the online reference. Electrode impedances were kept below 5 kV with a sampling rate at 500 Hz for on-line recording.

Offline signal processing and analysis were performed using the EEGLAB toolbox ([@ref-7]) and MATLAB. Previous studies and our recent work revealed that using the LM reference method weakens the electrical signals from bilateral temporal occipital regions, while using the reference electrode standardization technique (REST) was shown to be promising for improving this situation ([@ref-36]; [@ref-26]), by reconstructing a point far away from all brain sources and the scalp electrodes site ([@ref-41]). Therefore, to restore the electrical signals from posterior regions, the EEG data were re-referenced off-line to the REST references. REST analysis ([@ref-41]) was conducted using the REST software from [www.neuro.uestc.edu.cn/rest](www.neuro.uestc.edu.cn/rest) ([@ref-8]). The continuous data were filtered using a high pass filter of 0.10 Hz and a low pass filter of 30 Hz. The EEG data were then divided into segments ranging from 100 ms before to 600 ms after the presentation of the search arrays. The pre-stimulus baseline of 100 ms was used for all analyses. Trials with incorrect behavioral responses, excessive noise or drift (±100 μV), large blinks (±60 μV), and horizontal eye movements (±35 μV) were rejected. Further visual inspection was also performed to confirm an appropriate removal of artifacts and residual saccades. Epochs were then averaged according to the condition and visual hemifield. The N2pc signal in response to the target presentation was quantified at the lateral posterior electrode sites (PO7/8) on the basis of the mean amplitude measured in the 200--300 ms interval after the onset of the search arrays. To investigate the modulation of early visual evoked potentials by the scale effect of the spatial attention, P1 and N1 components over the lateral occipital electrodes ([Fig. 2](#fig-2){ref-type="fig"}) were calculated. Based on the inspection of grand-average waveforms and previous studies, we chose time windows of 90--110 ms for P1, 150--190 ms for N1, after the search array onset. Given that the laterality effects of the target did not regulate the early visual evoked potentials, the calculation of P1 and N1 was performed by averaging all the trials for each size of the attentional scope.

![Waveforms and voltage topographies of P1 and N1 components.\
(A) Voltage topographies of the P1 (90--110 ms) and N1 (150--190 ms) components, for different sizes of attentional scopes. (B) Grand-average ERP (P1 and N1) at the lateral posterior electrode sites (PO5, PO6, PO7, and PO8) evoked by targets (left targets averaged with right targets) for the larger attentional scope (solid lines) and the smaller attentional scope (dashed line). The depicted time epoch (in ms) is marked on the *x*-axis. The stimulus onset time is indexed on the *y*-axis.](peerj-06-4538-g002){#fig-2}

The Greenhouse--Geisser correction was applied when deemed appropriate. The variance analysis and the *T*-test were analyzed using SPSS Statistics 23 (IBM Corp., Armonk, NY, USA), while the statistical power was executed by G-Power 3.1 ([@ref-12]).

Results
=======

Results of behavioral tests
---------------------------

Trials with mean reaction time (RT) below or above two standard deviations were excluded (on average, 9.82% trials were excluded). Analysis of RT data revealed faster responses to targets for the smaller attentional scope (424.06 ± 59.15 ms) compared with the larger one (444.82 ± 77.19 ms), (t (15/2) = 2.20, *p* = 0.04, Cohen's *d* = 0.55). The accuracy of the data also suggested that observers behaved worse for the larger attentional scope (90% ± 2%) compared with the smaller scope scenario (93% ± 1%), (t (15/2) = −2.77, *p* = 0.014, Cohen's *d* = 0.70). These results were in line with the predictions of the zoom lens model, indicating that as the scope of attention narrowed, the observers were able to identify the feature of the target faster and more accurately.

ERP results
-----------

**P1**. [Figure 2](#fig-2){ref-type="fig"} shows the average ERPs (left targets averaged with right targets). In the 90--110 ms time window, P1 was mainly distributed across the bilateral posterior sites. According to the scalp topographies, PO5, PO6, PO7, and PO8 in the bilateral posterior region were selected for further statistical analysis. We submitted P1 peak amplitudes to the analysis of 2 (attentional scopes) × 4 (electrode sites) repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA). The results showed that the effects of both the attentional scope (F (1, 15) = 0.18, *p* = 0.681) and the electrode sites (F (3, 45) = 1.70, *p* = 0.21) were not significant. Besides, the interaction between the electrode sites and the attentional scope was also not significant (F (3, 45) = 0.43, *p* = 0.54).

**N1**. As shown in [Fig. 2](#fig-2){ref-type="fig"}, N1 was also mainly distributed across the bilateral posterior sites and with a later time window (150--190 ms). According to the scalp topographies, PO5, PO6, PO7, and PO8 in the bilateral posterior region were selected for further statistical analysis. Repeated measures ANOVA analysis of 2 (attentional scopes) × 4 (electrode sites) was performed and showed that there was a significant main effect of the attentional scope, (F (1, 15) = 8.53, *p* = 0.01, η~p~^2^ = 0.36). However, the main effect of the electrode sites (F (3, 45) = 0.69, *p* = 0.43) and the interaction between the electrode sites and the attentional scope (F (3, 45) = 3.20, *p* = 0.09) were not significant. Further examination of the main effects of the attentional scope showed that the targets for the smaller attentional scope (−8.43 ± 2.26 μV) elicited a more negative N1 compared with the larger attentional scope (−7.95 ± 2.48 μV), (t (15) = −2.921, *p* = 0.01, Cohen's *d* = 0.73), indicating that as the size of the attentional scope decreased, the neural generators of P1 became more active.

**N2pc**. Grand-average ERPs at the electrode sites PO7/PO8 as well as N2pc difference waves are shown in [Fig. 3](#fig-3){ref-type="fig"}. Analysis of the mean amplitude (200--300 ms) of N2pc showed that N2pc was more pronounced for the larger attentional scope (−1.96 ± 0.93 μV) compared with the smaller attentional scope (−1.48 ± 0.81 μV), (t (15) = −3.25, *p* = 0.005, Cohen's *d* = 0.82).

![Waveforms and voltage topographies of N2pc components.\
(A) Grand-average ERPs evoked by targets at the contra- (solid lines) and ipsilateral (dashed line) electrode sites (PO7/8). (B) The resulting N2pc difference wave. N2pc components are shown separately for the larger attentional scope (solid lines) and the smaller attentional scope (dashed line). (C) Topography of the amplitude of the grand-average ERPs from 200 to 300 ms after onset of search array for different sizes of attentional scopes. The depicted time epoch (in ms) is marked on the *x*-axis. The search array onset is indexed on the *y*-axis.](peerj-06-4538-g003){#fig-3}

Discussion
==========

The present study investigated the different stages of attentional processing in the zoom lens paradigm. More specifically, we attempted to examine the effects of changes in the attentional scope on early visual evoked potentials (P1/N1) and N2pc, reflecting the redistribution of attentional resources. In agreement with previous studies ([@ref-3]; [@ref-18]; [@ref-16]; [@ref-29]; [@ref-17]; [@ref-35]), during search tasks within the smaller attentional scope, the observers' search speed and accuracy were significantly better compared with those on search tasks within the larger attentional scope. Importantly, the search arrays of interest had exactly the same physical properties (e.g., the same number of distractors and eccentricity) because they were distributed over the overlapping region of the attentional scopes of both sizes (small and large). In this case, the enhanced search efficiency could only be modulated by the scale effect of visual spatial attention, as the zoom lens model pointed out. Our ERP results showed that changes in the attentional scope modulated the target-elicited P1, N1, and N2pc differently, indicating that visual attention processing in the zoom lens paradigm is characterized by multi-stage dynamic processing.

The P1 component originating in the extrastriate cortex represents the earliest stage in the visual processing modulated by spatial attention. In the current study, we found that the amplitude of P1 did not change with the scaling of spatial attention, suggesting that the scale effect of visual spatial attention does not modulate the exogenous-like P1 component. Unlike the current results, previous studies have found that the amplitude of P1 was modulated by different sizes of attentional scopes. [@ref-29] found that the target-induced amplitude of lateral occipital P1 decreased as the scaling of spatial attention shrunk, by adjusting the size of the attentional scope by presenting square cues at different spatial locations. However, when used a concentric circle centered at the fixation to mark the scaling of spatial attention, [@ref-35] showed that the amplitude of P1 increased with decreasing size of attentional scope. These inconsistent results may arise from the differences in experimental design between their studies, as pointed out in detail in the Introduction section. Therefore, when we adopt a more rigorous experimental design (such as completely matching the physical properties of the search array under different sizes of attentional scopes, under this setting, the amplitude of P1 can only be modulated by the scaling of spatial attention), failing to duplicate their results. It is generally believed that the neural activity of the P1 generator is related to the "sensory gain control" mechanism ([@ref-30]; [@ref-9]), reflecting enhanced perceptual processing of relevant spatial locations. As many studies have found, the amplitude of lateral occipital P1 can be modulated by cued spatial attention ([@ref-30]; [@ref-20]; [@ref-5]; [@ref-6]; [@ref-14]). From this point of view, the neural activity of the P1 generator might only be sensitive to the presence or absence of the spotlight illumination of attention, but not to the intensity of the illumination (i.e., the density of processing resources assuming the zoom lens mechanism), since the search arrays for all conditions were distributed under the attentional spotlight.

Different from P1, we found that the lateral occipital component N1 with a temporal lag could be sensitive to changes in the size of the attentional scope. Specifically, the amplitude of N1 increased with decreasing the size of the attentional scope. This is consistent with the findings of [@ref-29]. By enforcing a more rigorous experimental control, we further confirmed the relationship between the amplitude of the N1 component and the zoom lens mechanism. The zoom lens model indicated that the processing resources distributed in a given area increase with decreasing the size of the attentional scope ([@ref-10]). This view suggests that the neural activity of the N1 generator may be closely related to processing resources that vary with the size of the attentional focus. [@ref-29] argued that this property of N1 may reflect a gradient of attention allocation. In their view, as the size of the attentional scope decreases, the spatial gradient of attention is narrowed, leading to a greater activation of the N1 generator. However, they did not answer the key question whether the neuronal activity of the N1 generator is involved in the zooming out and zooming in of the attentional spotlight.

According to the zoom lens model, it is unlikely that the scale effect of visual spatial attention is driven by bottom-up factors; rather, it should be the result of a top-down modulation. Some recent studies have explored the involvement of higher brain regions in flexible modulation of the scale effect of spatial attention. [@ref-4] observed that the right temporal parietal cortex could simultaneously participate in the voluntary adjustment of the zoom-in and zoom-out of spatial attention. Subsequently, [@ref-33] further found that transcranial magnetic stimulation, applied to the right frontal eye fields but not to the left frontal eye fields, interfered with the attentional mechanism of magnification and demagnification of attentional focus. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that the observed effect of N1 in the current study might be modulated by higher-level control regions, such as the right frontal parietal network. This view is consistent with the findings of [@ref-22] who revealed that specific lesions of the frontal and parietal regions could affect the activity intensity of the N1 generator in the lateral occipital cortex. Future work will be needed to explore the relationship between posterior N1 and the right frontal parietal network.

In addition, we also explored the modulation of the late N2pc components by the scale effect of the attentional scope. We found that, contrary to the earlier occurring N1, the amplitude of N2pc increased with increasing the scale of spatial attention. N2pc is generally used as a neurological indicator of attentional spatial selection ([@ref-28]), and its amplitude is determined by both bottom-up and top-down factors. For example, it has been shown that more salient target features could elicit a higher amplitude of N2pc ([@ref-39]; [@ref-42]). In the current study, however, the amplitude of N2pc was less likely to be driven by the bottom-up salience of target features. The search arrays for the both attentional scopes had exactly the same physical properties. In this case, the conspicuousness of the salience of the target features could only be modulated by the size of the attentional scope. The zoom lens model assumes that processing resources decrease with increasing the focus of attention ([@ref-10]). It has been suggested that when processing resources are abundant, it is easier to attract attention by salient singleton ([@ref-24]; [@ref-23]). This means that a small attentional scope should increase the amplitude of N2pc, as opposed to the currently observed pattern. Therefore, the amplitude of N2pc is more likely to be modulated by the redistribution of attentional resources.

It has been demonstrated that the amplitude of N2pc is also sensitive to the redistribution of attentional resources that is modulated by the task difficulty ([@ref-37]; [@ref-27]). In the current study, as the size of the attentional scope increased, the search efficiency became worse. In this case, observers might need to work harder in order to better recognize the feature of the target. As a result, more attentional resources would be needed in the zooming out of the attentional focus, resulting in a higher amplitude of N2pc. Thus, while the amplitude of N2pc might be jointly determined by both singleton salience and redistribution of the attentional resources, the latter contributed more to the pattern observed in the current study.

It was shown previously that top-down modulation associated with the right frontal parietal network forms the neural basis of the zoom lens mechanism. In light of the above discussion, this modulation was likely to occur before the redistribution of attentional resources reflected by N2pc, approximately within the N1 delay period after the search arrays were presented. Based on this evidence, we speculated that the scaling effect of spatial attention during visual search may operate in at least three different stages. The first stage is the earliest visual spatial attention processing. At this stage, search arrays for different sizes of the attentional scope are firstly perceived with no difference. In the subsequent stages, the spatial gradient of the attention system is modulated by the zoom lens mechanism, as indicated by changes in the activity of the N1 generator. Before the final behavioral response, there is a redistribution of attentional resources. This process is reflected in the modulation of N2pc and is probably driven by reduced attentional resolution as the size of the attentional scope increases.

Conclusion
==========

In summary, utilizing high temporal-resolution ERP technology, we provided solid evidence to support the view that the modulation of the zoom lens effect on visual processing during search tasks involves multiple dynamic processing stages. Our results suggest that lateral occipital N1 might be the neurophysiological marker of the attentional scaling effect during visual search. In addition, there was also a redistribution of attentional resources after the action of the zoom lens mechanism, indicating that top-down control mechanisms are involved in the post-attentional scaling process.
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